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The increase in the price or land in the cities has made 
it necessary to build high buildings in order. to get a large 
commercial space on a small parcel of land. The type of build­
ing generally used is known as the steel skeleton building. 
In .this type ot building the live and dead loads, including 
the weight of the walls, are carried by a system of beams and 
girders to columns and are carried by the columns to the 
footings . 
In high buildings, the horizontal shear due to the wind 
load is very large; and since it is impracticable to put di­
agonal braces between the columns, it is customary to make the 
building frame rigid enough to resist the horizontal shear 
by virtue of the stiffness ot the columns and girders. 
With the increased use of reinforced concrete and the 
adoption of welding , the tall building tr�e , •ith moment­
resisting connections, forms a very rigid frame. 
The rigid-frame wind bent is a highly indeterminate 
structure that can only be analyzed correctly •1 the methods 
ot indeterminate structures. Nevertheless, it is common prac­
tice to analyze such frames by simple approximate methods. 
The purpose of this study is to take a building frame , in 
the ten to twenty story range, and determine the amount of time 
required to calculate the stresses due to wind loads using 
2 
several different methods; also to determine the variation in 
the stresses by these different methods. From these results, 
conclusions can be drawn as to whether there is enough varia­
tion in the stresses between the approximate and more exact 
methods to warrant spending the additional-time that the more 
exact methods require. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENT METHODS OF CALCULATING WIND. STRESSES 
IN BUILDING FRAMES 
Methods ot calculating wind stresses in building frames 
may be divided into two classes: 
1. Approximate methods 
2 . Exact methods 
In the methods of the first class accuracy has been 
sacrificed to shorten and simplify the calculations. In the 
methods of the second class the aim has
· 
been to make an exact 
analysis rather than an analysis that can be used in the ac­
tual design or a building. 
APPROXIMATE METHODS - There are a number of approximate 
methods of analysis in common use, in all or which assumptions 
are made w�th �egard to the location or the points or contra­
flexure in the members, and the distribution of the shears or 
direct stresses among the columns. 
(a) Fleming's Methods. Mr. Robins Fleming collected 
and summarized a number of approximate methods and published 
them in Engineering News.1 Later several or Mr. Pleming's 
articles on win d stresses, including this one, were published 
_1 •wind Bracing without Diagonals for Steel-frame Office 
Buildings,• by R .  Fle�ng, Engineering !!!! , March 13, 1913. 
4 
in book form. 2 
Method I (c antilever), des cribed by Mr. Fleming, was first 
3 
published by A .  c. Wils on in 1908 . The as sumptions of this 
method are : 
1 .  A bent of a frame ac ts as a cantilever. 
2 .  The point of c ontraflexure ot each column is at mid­
height ot the s tory. 
3 .  The point ot contraflexure ot each girder is  at its mid­
length . 
4. The direct stre s s  in a column is directl� proportional 
to the distance from the c olumn to the neutral axis of the 
·bent . 
5. The wind load is res isted entirely by the steel frame . 
Method II (portal), described by Mr . Fle�ng, makes the 
following assumptions : 
1 .  A bent of a frame ac ts as a series  ot independent portals . 
2 .  The point of contratlexure of each c olumn is at mid-
height of the story . 
3. The point of c ontratlexure of each girder is  at its mid­
length . 
2 "Wind Stres s es in Build�s," b7 Robins Fleming 
(New York :--,onn Wiley &�ons , 193 ) , p .  103 . 
3 "Wind Bracing with Knee Braces of Gus s et Planes," by 
A. c. Wils on, Engineering Rec ord, Sept . 5, 1908 . Vol .  58, p.272 . 
5 
4. The horizontal shear on any plane is divided equally be­
tween the number of aisles. An outer column thus takes but 
one halt or the shear ot an interior column. 
5. The direct stresses in the interior columns of a bent 
are zero. 
6. The wind load is resisted entirely by the steel frame. 
Method III (continuou s portal), described by Mr. Fleming, 
makes the following assumptions: 
1. A bent of a frame acts as a continuous portal. 
2. The point of contratlexure of each column is at mid­
height of the story . 
3. The direct stress in a column is directly proportional 
to the distance from the column to the neutral axis ot the bent. 
4 .  The shear is the same on all columns of a story. 
(b) Smith's Method. Professor Albert Smith , in a paper 
before the Western Society of Engineers, 4 describes an approxi­
mate method in which the following assumptions are made: 
1. The point of contraflexure of each column is at mid­
height ot the story. 
2 .  The point of contratlexure ot each girder is at its 
mid-length. 
3. The shears ·on the internal columns areequal and the shear 
on each external column is equal to one-half of the shear on 
an interior column. 
4 *wind Stresses in the Frames ot Office Buildings , "  by 
Albert Smith, Journal Western Society � Engineers , Vol. 20, 
No. 4, p. 341. 
( c) Wilson and Maney Method. w. M. Wilson and G. A. 
Maney have. proposed an approximate method5 which is based on 
.the followin g asaumptio�s, in addition to those used in the 
�lope-deflection method. 
1 .  The changes in the slope at the top ot a column in the 
story above and in the story below the on e in which the stresses 
are to be determined, are equal to the change in the slope at 
th� top ot the .corresponding column in the latter story. 
2 .  The ratio of the
.
detleotion to the le�gth of the columns 
in the story above the one in which the stresses, are to be de­
termined, is equal to the ratio of the deflection to the length 
of the columns in the latter story. 
In other words, in determining the stresses in any given 
floor, the e is equal to the 9's at the floors immediately 
above and below, and that the R1s of the stories immediately 
above and below the floor are equal. These assumptions make 
it possible to solve for the stresses in any story, independent · 
of the balance of the bent. This is equivalent to assuming 
that the contraflexure points in the columns are at their 
mid-points. 
It the assumptions of any of these approximate methods be 
granted, the direct stresses, shears, and bending moments in 
all of the members of a bent may be determined readily by the 
application of the laws of equilibrium; ·but it is·evident from 
an inspection of the assumptions of the various methods that 
e *lind !tresses in the Steel·Frames of Office Buildings," 
by w. M. Wilson and �. A. Maney, Bulletin �· �� Un iversity of 
Illinois Engineering Experiment Station, p. 25. 
7 
the results obtained wi ll vary greatly . 
EXACT METHODS - There have been many attempts ,  by various 
investigators , to develop a more accurate method of analys is  
which would be prac tical for us e in des ign. 
It may be s tated here that the neces sity of as sundng 
c olumn and girder s ec tions before s tress calculations can be 
made is c ommon to all exact methods . 
(a) Jons on's Method . The pioneer of the exact methods 
is probably that presented by Erns t F .  Jons on in a paper read 
before the Americ an Society of Civil Engineers in 1905.6 The 
method takes into account the deflections of the columns and 
the changes in the s lopes of the tangents t o  the elastic 
curves of the c olumns and girders at the points where they 
inters ect .  If this method were used , it would give the s tres ses 
with a fair degree of ac curacy, but it involves so many un­
knowns that its use would not be practicable in the ac tual de­
s ign of buildings . 
(b) Melick's Method. Dr . Cyrus·A . Melick7 us ed a method 
which takes into  acc ount the form of the elastic curves and 
the deflect ions and changes in length of the members . The 
method is s o  long that, when applied to a bui lding only four· 
s tories high,  the amount of work required is  almos t prohibitive . 
6 "The Theory of Frameworks with Rectangular Panels and 
its Applic ation to Buildings which have to Res:Ls.t Wind ," by 
Erns t F .  Jonson , Transac tions Americ an Society of Civil Engineers , 
Vol . 55 , p .  413 . 
7 "stres ses  in Tall Buildings ," by Cyrus A.  Melick , 
Bulletin No . 8 ,  College ot Engineering, Univers ity of Ohio. 
a. 
To apply it to a building twenty stories high would be imprac­
ticable, if not, in tact, impossible. 
(c) Method of Least Work. Professor Albert Smith , in a 
paper before the Western Society of Engineers8, presents a 
method by which the wind stresses are computed in accordance 
with the theory of least work. This method , though exact , is 
long and tedious. 
(d) Slope Deflection·Method. This method was devised by 
w. M. Wilson and G. A. Maney9, and is the best known of the ex­
act methods. ·The theory is developed by the principle of area 
moments and is based upon the following assumptions: 
1. The connection s between the columns and girders are per­
fectly rigid. 
2 .  The change in the length of a member due to the direct 
stress is equal to zero. 
3 .  The length ot a girder is the distance between the neu­
tral axes of the gOidmDa which it connects. 
4. The deflection of a member due to the internal shearing 
stresses is equal to zero. 
5. The wind load is resisted _entirely by the steel frame. 
(e) Ross Method. This method was developed by 
Snwind Stresses in the Frames of Office Buildings ," 
by Albert Smith , Journal Western Society of Engineers , 
Vol. xx, No. 4, p. 341. 
--
9w. M. Wilson and G. A. Maney , �· ill:_, p. 9 • .  
9 
Clyde T. Morris and A. Ward Ross, Jr.10 It is based on the 
approximate slope deflection theory , as · propos ed by Wilson and 
Maney , and assumes that the points of contraflexure are at the 
mid-points ·of the columns. 
(f) Spurr Method. This method was developed by Henry v. 
Spurr, 11 and its application is strictly li�ted to the metro­
politan tower where column deformation is of importance. Econ­
omy in design necess itates balanced proportions, s o  that moments 
introduced by column deformation will be relatively small. This 
is accomplished by arranging relative stiffnes s of the girders 
so that the columns will carry direct wind stress in proportion 
to their respective distances out from center of gravity of the 
bent. Then the floors will remain plane after deflection , and 
there will be no appreciable moments either in the columns or 
in the girders from the column deformation. This means the use 
of excess material to stiffen the girders near the center line 
or the frame, since stiff center girders are needed to force . . 
interior columns to take direct stres s. This method proposes 
to limit the deflection to 0. 001 of the story height. 
(g) Cross Method. Profes sor Hardy Cross, in his paper, 
"Analysis of Continuous Frames by Dis tributing Fixed-End 
io•The Design of Tall Building Frames to Res ist Wind , "  
by Clyde T .  Morris and A. Ward Ros s , Jr. , Bulletin No. 48, 
Ohio State University , Engineering Experiment Statio� , P7 23. 
llwind Bracing, by Henry v. Spurr , (New York: McGraw­
Hill, 1930) . 
10 
Moments"12, states that multi-storied bents may be solved in 
this way. To analyze by this method, Professor Cross suggests · 
producing a uni t shear successively in each story and deter­
mining the effect on ad jacent s tories in terms ot both moment 
and shear. Then by combining these effec ts, the proper shears 
may be obtained in all s tories, and by combining the moment 
sets in the same proportion, the true final moments are obtained . 
(h) Method ot Successive Corrections. This method is 
presented by Professor L .  E .  G.rinter in a discussion of the 
paper of Professor Hardy Cross, "Analysis ot Continuous Frames 
by Dis tributing Fixed-End Moments."13 In this method: 
1. The struc ture is allowed to deflect under the loads while 
the joints are fixed against rotation, and the fixed-end mo­
ments are calculated. 
2. The fixed-end moments are balanced around the joints 
unt il each joi nt is in equilibrium. Dur in g  this process no 
translations ot the joints are allowed. This step is the same 
as in the Cross Method of balancing fixed-end moments. 
3. From the balanced moments the total shears are deter-
mined, and from the difference between these shears and the 
true shears the artificial restraining forces at the joints 
are round. 
12•Analys1s of Continuous Frames by Distributi ng Fixed­
End Moments," by Hardy Cross, Transact ions American Soc iety 
of C ivil Engineers, Vol. 96, p. 1. 
13. Hardy eros s , �. e 1 t. , p. 11. 
11 
4. The j oint forc es found by s t ep 3 are eliminated by apply-
ing equal an d  oppos ite joint forc e s . 
5. The s truc ture is allowed to de fl ec t  with fixed joint s 
under the ac tion of t his new force s ys te m ,  fixed -end moment s 
are c alc ulat ed ,  j oint moment s are balanced , and a s ec ond s e t  
or joint res traints is c omput ed . I t  will be tound that this 
s ec ond s e t  of joint res traints is small er and ot l es s  impor­
tanc e than the first s e t.  
6 .  The proc es s is  repeated until a final s e t of joint re ­
s traints is determined that is small enough t o  ne glec t  entirely. 
7 .  The final moments are obta ined by adding algebraically 
the suc ce s s ive s ets of balanc ed moments determined trom the 
original applied loads and the s everal s e ts of force s that 
balanc e the art ific ial joint re s traints . 
(i) Simplified Method o t  Suc c e s s ive Corrections . Pro­
fe s s or L. E. Grint er in his paper "Wind Stres s Anal ys is Sim­
pl1f ied"14 introduc e s  his s implified me thod. An outline or 
t his me thod is as follows : 
1. Es timat e or calculate the displacement of each j oint of 
the frame as c aus ed by the appl ied ·loads . 
2. Compute the f ixed-end mo ments in the members as caus ed 
b7 thes e movements . If the trans lat ion is horizontal, there 
are no fixed-end moments in horizontal members . 
3. Balanc e the moments in s ucces s ion at all j o ints until 
the j oint s are tul ly balanced . 
14wwind Stre s s  Analys is S�plitied , " by L .  E .  Grinter, 
Trans ac tions Ame rican Society o t  Civil Engineers , Vo l. 99 (1934) 
p. 610. 
12 
4. Compute the total shear in each story from the balanced 
momenta. The difference between these shears and the real 
shears caused by the loads is a fair indication of the error 
in the moments. 
5. Determine the final column moments by proportion using 
the relation: 
Final moment -- Balanced moment x True shear 
Calculated shear 
6. Determine the final girder moments by dividing the sum 
of the corrected column moments at each joint between the gir­
ders in the same proportion as that of the uncorrected girder 
moments. 
(k) Simplified Method of Successive Corrections. Pro­
fessor L. E. G.rinter in his paper "Wind Stress Analysis S1m­
plitied"1S presents another variation of his simplified method. 
This method applies to building frames of regular pro­
portions and which approach a straight line deflection curve 
under the action of wind loads. The assumption is made that 
the deflections in all stories are in proportion to the story 
heights. From this it is shown that fixed-end moments in each 
column are equal to the K value or that column. 
These fixed-end moments are balanced in the usual manner 
until all joints are in equilibrium. The resulting story 
shears are then compared with the wind shears. If the ratios 
between the calculated shear and the wind shear in all stories 
are approximately constantJ that is, it the variation does 
15 L. E. Grinter, op. cit., p. 610 
not exceed 15 per cent,. tinal column moments may be obtained 
with satisfactory accuracy by multiplying the calculated 
column moments in each story by the ratio of the wind shear 
to calculated shear in that story. Final girder moments are 
obtained by dividing the sum ot the column moments at a joint 
between the girders meeting at that joint in the same ratio 
as that of the uncorrected girder moments. 
Assumptions fundamental to all common methods of wind 
stress analysis are as follows: 
13 
1. Wind forces are applied to the steel frame by the span­
drel beams as concentrated loads at the floor levels and not as 
a distributed load on the windward column. 
2 . The wind load is resisted entirely by the steel frame. 
3. Floors are adequate to act as rigid horizontal plates 
and to divide the total wind load between the several wind 
bents in proportion to their relative resistances to lateral 
deflection. This means equal loads to identical bents. 
4, Floors and walls do not affect the relative stiffness 
of columns and girders. 
5. All joints are rigid or deform in such manner that the 
wind stresses are unchanged by such deformations. 
6. The lengths of members are the theoretical lengths cen­
ter to center or columns or center to center of girders. 
These lengths can later be reduced when de�ign moments are 
computed. 
7. The gusset plates, knuckle connections, or welded joints· 
do not affect the relative stiffness of the columns 
and girders. 
a. The changes in lengths of the columns due .to direct 
stresses are neglec ted in regard to their effects upon the 
bending moments. 
14 
9. Shortening of girders from direc t stress and flexure is 
negli gibly small; in other words, the columns of a single ben� 
have identical deflection curves. 
10. Columns are adequa tely fixed at their bases t o  justify 
the assumpt ion of fixed ends. Calumn. splices are capable of 
res isting moment, if needed. 
CHAPTER III 
BUILDING FRAME 
In the exact methods the stresses are determined accord­
ing to the deformat ion or the members. To do this requires 
that tbe sections of members must be known or assumed. A pre­
li�nary design should be made using one of the approximate 
methods and later revising the sections to agree with the more 
exact analysis. 
For the purpose of this study the building .frame as shown 
in Figure 2 was selected. Plan of t�e building is shown in 
Figure 1. · 
The American Society of C ivil Engineers' sub-co�ttee 
recommends a wind pressure of 20 lbs. per sq. ft. up to a 
height.of 500ft. This to be increased 2 lbs. per sq. ft. 
for each 100 rt. of added height . New York building code 
calls for 20 lbs. per sq. ft. on the area above a height of 
100 ft . Chicago building code specifies 20 lbs. per sq. tt. 
over entire area. Allowable working stresses are permitted. to 
be increased 33 1/3 per cent. In this study, 20 lbs. per sq. 
ft. was used. 
First1 the moments and direct stresses due to wind loads 
were determined� using the portal method. Second, the direct 
loads to the columns and bending moments in beams due to dead 
and live loads were found. Then the sizes of members were de­
termined from combined dead, live, and wind stresses. Sizes 
of members and areas in square. inches are shown ln Figure 3. 
Moments of inertia in incbes
4 
and K values in inches3·are 
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Thi s i s  the simple st method of analysi s.  The fundamental 
assumpti ons are as follows: 
1 .  A bent of a frame ac t s  as series of independent portals. 
2. The point of c ontraflexure of each c olumn is at mid­
he ight of the story. 
3. The point of c ontraflexure of each girder i s  at its  
mid-length. 
4. The horiz ontal shear on any plane i s  divided equally be­
tween the number of ai sle s. An outer c o lumn thus take s but 
one-halt of the shear of an interi or c olumn. 
5. The direc t stre sse s in the interior columns of a bent 
are z ero . 
6. The wind load i s  re si sted entirel� by the steel frame . 
The portal method assume s that each bay ac t s  separately 
.from each othe r bay as an individual portal, so that an . 
interior c olumn rec eives a c ompressi on from i ts ac tion as 
a part or the windward bay and an equal tensi on from i t s 
action as a membe r or the adjac ent leeward baJ. Its resultant 
direc t stre ss i s  ze ro. All direc t stress therefore oc c urs in 
the exterior c olumns. 
Where widths of bays vary, and c olumns have different 
cro ss-se ctions, the original assumpti ons must be revi sed. If 
the only irre gularity c onsi st s  of ba7s of unequal widths, a 
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revision is necessary either: 
1. to allow tor the points of contratlexure to shift from 
the centers of the gird�rs; or 
2. to allow tor the interior columns to resist less than 
twice the shear resisted by the exterior columns; or 
3. to allow tor direct stresses in the interior columns, 
which is inconsistent with the original conception of the por­
tal method. 
The more common method is where the stresses in the ·1n-
terior columns are maintained at zero, points of contratlexure 
remain at the middle of each girder, and shears are changed on 
the assumption that each separate bay resists wind shear in 
direct proportion to its width. 
The cross-sectional areas and moments or inertia of the 
exterior columns were assumed to be the same as those of the 
interior columns. 
The column shears were divided in the following ratio as 
















Since the moments in the columns are zero at the mid-
height of each story and direct stresses in the interior columns 
are zero, the direct stresses in exterior columns must form a 
couple. Therefore, the direct stress in each story can be 
found by dividing the overturning moment by the width of the 
bay. 
The girder shear at each floor is the difference in the 
direct stresses of the column above and below the floor. 
The bending moment in any column or girder is the corres­
ponding shear multiplied by one-half the length of the member� 
The wind stresses, shears, and bending moments, using the 
portal method, are shown in Figure 6. (80,910#) indicates a 
direct stress or 80,910 lbs. 145,800'# indicates a bending 





The fundamental assumptions of this method or wind-stress 
analysis are: 
1. A bent or a frame acts as a cantilever. 
2 .  The point of co ntraflexure ot each column is at mid­
height ot the story. 
3. The point of contratlexure of each girder is at its 
mid-length. 
4 . The direct unit stress in a column is directly propor­
tional to the distance from tbe column to the neutral axis or 
the bent. 
5. The wind load is resisted entirely by the steel frame. 
A section or bent of the building is considered similar 
to a beam loaded as a cantilever • 
. If a beam of rectangular section be loaded as a canti­
lever w ith concentrated loads, it is possible by the theory 
of flexure to find the internal stresses at any point. If, 
however, rectangles be cut out of the beam between the loads, 
There will then be a different condition of stress. What was 
tbe horizontal shear of the beam will now be a shear at the 
point of contraflexure of the tloor girders, causing bending, 
and, as in the beam, the nearer the neutral axis, the greater 
the shear. The vertical shear in the beam would be taken up 
by the columns as a shear at the points of contraflexure, and 
the amount ot this shear taken by each column would, as in the 
beam , increase toward the neutral axis . The direct stres se.s 
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of tension or c ompres s ion in the beam would ac t on the columns 
as a direct load of either tension or c ompress ion ,  and , as in 
the beam ,  would d�crease toward the neutral axis . 
Each intersection of c olumn with floor girders would be 
held in equi librium by forces actir.g at the points of contra­
flexure; and to find all the forces acting around a joiDt at 
any floor the bending moments of the building at the points of 
co.ntraflexure of the c olumns above and below the floor in 
question are found . 
It is assumed that if a beam of c ons tant symmetrical 
cross-section and homogeneous material is fixed at both ends , 
and that if forc es tend to  move those  ends from a position in 
the s ame s traight line to  a positi on to one s ide with the ends 
s till parallel , reversed bending will occur with the point or 
c ontraflexure in the center of the unsupported span. And , 
s ince this condition exis ts in all columns and floor girders , 
it will  be neces sary to find shears at the points of contra­
flexure as well as the direct s tres ses in all members . 
The neutral axis is in the middle of the center panel . 
The unit column s tres ses are calculated by an applic ation of 
the Me formula . 
T 
The cross-secti onal areas and moments of inertia of the 
interior c olumns were as sumed to be 1.5 times the values of 
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Figure 7 
Direct s tresses in c olumns 
M : - �verturning moment 
y : dis tance from neutral axis 
I : moment of inertia 
(unit colUmn s tres s) t : !l 
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Total column s tress  is  the uni t stres s times the c olumn 
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Figure 8 
Shears-Exterior Joint . 





Exterior joint. From Figure 8 ,  S1 : 412o#, being the 
difference in the direct stresses or�V = o. Since the bend­
ing moment in the gir der at the joint must equal the sum of 
the column moments, then 
-
- 2060 X 9 
and 
s2 + s3 : 3095 
s2 and s3 can be round by dividing their sum.3095 in same 
ratio as that of the story shears. 
Interior joint. � V -- o and s5 : 2930#. The sum ot 
the moments in the two girders may be set equal to the sum of 
the column moments. 
and 
(S6 f S,) : 2060 X 9 + 2930 X 7 
: 6505 
Ss and Srr can be round by dividing their swn 6505# in same 
ratio as that or the story shears. 
The bending moment in any column or girder is the cor­
responding shear multiplied by one-half the length ot the 
member. 
The wind stresses, shears, and bending moments, using the 
cantilever method are shown in Figure 10. · (72 ,400#) indicates 
a direct stress ot 72,400 lbs. 130,5001# indicates a bending 





This method is based on the approximate slope deflection 
method, as proposed by Wilson and Maney, and assumes that the 
points ot contratlexure are at the mid-points of the columns. 
There are several factors that attect the proportioning 
ot the members. Columns and girders must be proportioned to 
carry bending, shearing, and direct stresses. or these, bend­
ing moments exert the greatest in fluence on the size of the 
members; the direct stresses in the columns are important; and 
the.shears seldom play a part in the design. 
The total moment in any story of a bent ( sum or the mo­
ments at both ends of all the columns of a story ) is constant, 
and equals the total shear in the story times the story height. 
As the maximum moment is the most important factor in determ­
ining the column cross-sections, the maximum economy is ob­
tained it the bending moments can be divided equall7 between 
the ends of the columns, regardless or the distribution of 
the moment among the various columns. Therefore, if the points 
of contratlexure can be made to fall at the middle of all the 
columns, the maximum economy is obtained as far as moment in 
the columns is concerned. 
Since the total moment in each story is constant, the sum 
ot the moments at the ends of all the girders at a floor level 
. 
is constant, because the girders must resist the column moments. 
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Therefore, the maximum economy in the girders will be obtained 
if their points of contraflexure are at their mid-points. · 
The direct stresses in the columns resist the external 
moment on the bent due to the wind; consequently, that design 
which distributes the greatest portion of the direct stress 
to the outs ide columns is the most economical. 
This brings out the following requirements for the ideal 
bent: 
1 .  The points of contratlexure of all the members are at 
their mid-points. 
2. All the direct stress is taken by the outside columns. 
As for the first requirement, if the contratlexure points 
are all at the mid-points of the members, the e•s will all be 
equal. If the 9's are equal, the sum of the K's of a column 
above and below the tloor must be proportional to the sum of 
the K•s of the girders directl7 connected to it. 
As for the conditions that affect the distribution of the 
direct stresses in the columns: If the direct stress due to 
the external wind moment is carried entirely by the outside 
columns, the direct stresses in the interior columns are all 
zero, and the shears are equal in all the girders at ·any 
floor level. 
From this it follows that, it the shears in the girders 
are constant for any floor, the values ot K must be constant, 
L 
or, in other words, the K's of the girders must be proportional 
to their lengths . Therefore, for economy as to wind stresses, 
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the ideal bent should have the following proportions: 
1. The sum of the K1s or a column, above and below a floor, 
must be proportional to the sum or the K's or the girders 
directl7 connected t o  it. 
2 .  The K's or the girders must be proportional to their 
lengths. 
In practice, it will seldom occur that the theoretical 
proportions ot the ideal bent can be maintained; therefore, 
that design which conforms to these proportions will be re­
ferred to as"theoretically proportioned." .In ordinary b�nts, 
the interior columns will follow the theo�etical proportions 
very closely, because the direct stresses due to dead and 
live load will vary approximately, as the lengths of the gir­
ders; and for columns ot similar cross-sections and equal 
widths, the moments ot inertia will vary, approximately, as 
the direct stresses. The K1s will follow the same relatio n 
since the lengths or all the columns in a story are the same. 
This w ill not be true ot the outside columns, however, due to 
the added wall load and the direct stress due to wind. 
Any variation from the theoretical proportions tends to 
change the 9's of the joints. Increases in the column K's 
tend to increase the angle, and reductions tend to decrease 
it. The shear and moment in the column and adjacent girders 
are, therefore, increased with increases in the size of the 
column over theoretical proportions. The increase ot the e 
or a joint depends upon two things: the ratio of the actual 
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K o r  the column being considered to the K or the s Rme column 
as determined by theoretic al proportions ,  and the ratio of 
the K ' s ot the theoretically proportioned column to the sum 
or the K1s or the ad jac ent gi rders . 
Variations in these relations and their effec t upon the 
s hears or the gi rders ad jacent to the joint are shown in 
Figure 11 . Variations in the moment in the gi rder at the end 
near a variable column equals one and one -third times the cor­
responding variation in the shear and the moment at the other 
end is equal to two-thirds the c orresponding variation in 
s hear . It will be noted that the curves apply only to in­
creases in t he size or a column over the theoretical propor­
tion . It is always possi ble to make these variations positive 
by selec ting the proper column on which to base the theore­
tical propor tion . 
The increa se in the 9 ot any column increas es the rela-. 
tive shear in the ad jacent girder by one-halt the perc entage 
ot increas e in the e ,  and c hanges the maximum moment by two­
thirds the amount . The moment at the other end or t he 
affec ted girder is inc reased by one-third the perc entage . 
lt'or theoretical proportions 9 A = 9B · 
The basement story columns pres ent a dis tinct problem, 
because it is assumed that the anchorage at the bas e s  of the 
columns is sutticient to hold them rigid, and this makes all 
the e • s  ot the bases ot the columns zero . Therefore, the 
point ot c ontratlexure must tall above the middle ot the 
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c olumn sec tion . 
From the following equation : 
Mo-l - M1.� : - 2 E K e1 
the difference in the moment at the top and bottom ot the 
c olumn is known it 9 is known. An approximate value of 91 
can be obtained from the moment equation tor the first floor 
ghrders , and as the sum ot the moments at the top and bottom 
ot all the lower story columns is equal to the wind shear 
times the story height , the individual moments c�� be round . 
4 .. • •  
The moment at the base is or co urse larger tli�ii :ihat·: at the : "' � · : . : : · · · · . . . .  . 
.. �  .. .  top . 
In order to pick the pr oper perc entag es trom the c urve·s , 
the ratio ot the K ' s ot the actual columns to those ot the 
theoretically proportioned columns, and the ratio of the K ' s· 
ot the column to the K ' s ot the ad jacent girders must be 
known . This requires a preliminary design . 
In order to render the method o t  more servic e to the 
prac ticing designer, a routine outline or procedure tor use 
in the design of a bent is presented as follows : 
1. Calculate the wind shear in each story from the assumed 
wind loads . 
2 .  Calc ulate the external wind moments , and the direc t  
stresses i n  the outside columns, assuming all o f  it t o  be 
there , and that the points ot contratlexure of the columns 
are at their mid-points . 
3. Calculate the c olumn shears and moments, assuming that 
a ll the girder shea rs are equal , and that the c o.n tratlexure 
points are at the middle of the members . 
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4 .  Calc ulate the dead a nd live load stress es in the c olumn s . 
5 .  P r oporti on the c olumns to c a rry the dead a nd live lo ad 
from item 4 ,  to gether with the wi nd bendi n g  and direct s t res ses 
from items 2 and 3. 
6 .  With the girder shears from item 3, c alculate the w i nd 
moments in the gi rders and design the girders at each floor 
tor the wind mome nt c ombined with dead and live load moment . 
( Note that the max imum wind moment and maximum dead and live 
load moments d o  not oc cur at the s ame point . )  
The preliminary design is now c omplete a nd 1t will usually 
be found t o  differ materially tr am theo retic a l  proportio ns . •  
Therefore, the s tres ses as found mus t  be revi s ed .  
7 .  The relative " theoretic ally proportio nedn K ' s of the 
c olumns are determined by adding the K ' s of the _ ad j acent 
girders . 
e . Dete rmine the ratio of the sum of the ac tual K 1 s above 
a nd below each floor to the the ore tic ally prop or t i o ned K ' s ot 
the c olumns. The one with the leas t  rati o will the n be termed 
.. theo retic a lly propo�tio n ed .
" 
9 .  For the c o lumns which vary from theoreti c al proportions , 
determine the rati o of the K ot the actua l c o lumn to the K of 
the s ame c olumn if it were theoretic ally proporti oned . This 
is d one by dividing the rat i o s  alre ady tou nd in item a .  
10 . With the ratios ot the actu a l  c olumn K ' s  to the 
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theore tical column K • s  as determined tor the columns which 
vary tram theoretical proport ions in item 9 ,  and the ratios 
ot the theoretical column K ' s to the K ' s ot the ad jac ent gir­
ders , as determined in item 8, the relative variation in the 
shears in the gi rders can be determined from Figure 11 . 
11 . From the increases in the girder shears , as determined 
in item 10 , the increases in the gi rder moments may be ob­
tained. 
12 . It the e • s  were equal , as originally assumed ,  the rela­
tive moments in the girde rs would be proportional to t he girder 
K 1 s. The relative moment in any girder may be assumed equal 
to 1 . 0 . 
13 . Combining the relative moments round in items 11 and 
12 , the resulting proportionate moments tor the girders are 
round. 
14 . From the relative moments found in item 13 ,  the actual 
girder mome nts may be f ound ,  because the sum of the moments at 
the ends ot all the girders at a floor is equal to the shear 
in the story above times half its story height , plus the shear 
in the story below times halt its story height . ( This is ap­
proximate bec ause the contraflexure points in the columns may 
not be at the mid-height. ) 
15. The mome nts in the c olumns may now be f ound by assuming 
that the ratio of the moment above a floor to that below is 
the same as the ratio ot the story shears multiplied by the 
story heights. 
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16 . The girder shears are de termined from· the equation :  
17 . From the g1 rder shears , the c olumn direct stre sse s 
may be determined . 
,3 6  
18 . The bas ement story c olumn moment s must be c alculated 
from equation :  
--
As the preliminary design has be en c ompleted , the K 
value s as given in Fi gure 4 will be used . The de sign , as made , 
c oincides wi th that given in steps 1 to 6 .  The c omputations 
following steps 7 to 18 are shown in Table I . 
Figure 11 was taken from "The De sign ot Tall Bui lding 
Frames to Re sis t Wind . " 1 
l"'rhe Des ign of Tall Bui lding Frame s t o  Re sis t Wind , 11 
by Clyde T .  Morri s and A . Ward Ros s,  Jr . ,  Bulletin No . 48 , 





SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE COHRECTIONS 
BALANCING K VALUES 
Thi s method is based on the genera l method of suc c e s s ive 
c orrec tions . 
As an introduc tion to the s tudy of wind moments in the 
tall bui lding frame , the applic ati on of the simplifi ed method 
to the analys is of a tall wind bent of the oretical proporti ons 
wi ll be co ns idered . This s ingle -bay s truc ture has two identi­
cal c olumns in each s t ory and any number ot s torie s  of c on­
s tant height . The K values of the c olumns and girders incre as e 
from the top downward in direct pr oportion to the s tory shears . 
When fixed -end moments c aus ed by the wind shears · are 
balanc ed , points of contraflexure will be found at the mid­
height of each c olumn and at the center of each girder . The 
s t ory she ars obtained from the balanced moments will be found 
t o  bear a c ons tant rati o t o  the wind shears . Henc e , final 
moments may be obtained by direct  proportion .  An explanat i on 
is  f ound in the fac t that the joint res traint s ,  if determined , 
w ould form a forc e s ys tem s imi lar in all re spects  t o  the ori ­
ginal sys tem . Acc ordingly , points of c ontraflexure would not 
shift under the applic ati on of thi s  s ec ond force sys tem . It 
is significant that the s ide lurch is c ons tant for each s tory 
of this bent e ither when j oints are free to rotate or when 
they are fixed agains t rotation . The two deflect ion di agrams 
may be repre s ented by two s traight lines of different s lope . 
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A t all bui ldin g frame wi l l  n o t  f o l l ow the ide al propor­
tions of a wind bent ex ac t l� ,  but thes e prop o rt i ons are fol­
lowed c l o s e ly enough s o  that many bui ld ings approach a s trai ght ­
line defle c ti on curve unde r th e ac t i on of w ind loads . I t  i s  
then pos s ible t o  s e t  up a s ys tem f or analyz ing wind moments 
in tal l bui lding frames that may be app l i ed to any frame and 
that i s  extreme ly s imple when app lied t o  a frame that has a 
s mo oth def lec t i on curve . 
Firs t ,  the as sumpti on i s  made that the defle c ti ons in all 
s t ori es are in propor t ion to the s t ory he ights . · Thi s s tate ­
ment is identic al wi th the mathemat i c a l  re lat ion , A - c ,  in 
-a -
whi ch A repre s ents the inc rement of s ide defle c ti on and h the 
hei ght ot any s tory , and C is a c on s tant . The fixed moment is 
determined from 
M : 6 E K A  
h 
Therefore , it A i s  as sumed to be equal to 6 E ,  the fixed ­
n 
end moments in e ach c olumn are equal to K value or that c o lumn . 
The s e  fixed-end moment s are balanc ed in the usual manne r 
unti l a ll j oint s are in equ i librium . The re sultin g s t ory shears 
are then c ompared with the wind she ars . If the rat i os be twe en 
the c a lcu lated she ar and the w ind she ar in al l s t ori e s  are 
approximate ly c ons t ant ; that i s , if' the varia tion does n o t  ex­
c e ed 15 pe r c ent , final c olumn momen ts may be obtained wi th 
s atis fac t ory ac curacy by mult iplying the c alculated c o lumn 
m oment s in e ach s t ory by the rat i o  of . tbe w ind she ar to the 
c alculated she ar in that s t ory . Final girder moment s  are 
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obtained by dividing the sum of the column at a joint in the 
same rati o as that of the unc orrected girder moments . 
If the method of es timating fixed-end moments to be in 
proportion or equal to the K values of the column is us ed on 
an irregular frame , one will not find the ratios of wind shear 
to  calculated shear to be alike , even approximately in all ad­
jacent s tories . Since these  criterion ratios mus t  be made to 
c orrespond , it is neces s ary to introduc e additional fixed-end 
moments int o certain stori es to  bring these ratios reas onably 
clos e together . After es timating the total fixed-end moments 
required to ac c omplish thi s purpos e ,  the fixed-end moment for 
a given story is divided among the columns in proporti on to 
their K values . Thes e  moments are then rebalanced and the 
resu lts are added algebraically to the first balanced s et of 
moments . Then , 1f the criterion ratios for ad jacent s tories 
c orre spond wi thin the desired limits , final moments are ob­
tained by proportion . 
Some difficulty may be found in estimating c orrectly the 
total fixed-end moments t o  apply in neighboring s tories in 
order to make the criterion rati os c orrespond . In selecting 
the value of the moment to be applied in a gtven story , one 
mus t cons ider the fact that the final balanced moment wi ll be 
changed by cons iderably les s < than the value of the appli ed 
fixed-end moment . It is also of importance that a total pos i­
tive moment applied in  a given story will produce a total 
negative moment in each ad jac ent story . An es timate of these  
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effec ts c an be made wherever the dis tributi on fac tors at the 
j oints are knowa . 
A brief explanati on of figure s 12 and 13 is advis able . 
The figures inc los ed in small boxes at the joints are percen­
t age fac tors tor balanc ing moments around the joints . The 
center girders of this  symmetrical building frame are repre ­
s ented as having pins at their mid-points ,  which are fixed 
agains t trans lati on . This  repre s ents their true condition 
and is permis sible , provided their K values are increased 50 
per cent when the dis tribution fact ors are determined . If 
this s implification is us ed , there are no c arry- over moments 
for the c enter girders . Figure 12 shows K values and the 
c orres ponding dis tribution fac tors . In Fi gure 13 the firs t 
figure at the t op of each row or c olumn moments repres ents 
the original fixed-end moment , which is a rati o of the K 
value of the column . There are no fixed-end moments in the 
girders . A single horizontal line indi cates that a balanc ing 
moment has be en rec orded immediately above , and two horiz on­
tal lines indic ate that an entire balanc ing proce s s  has be en 
c ompleted . 
The moments in Figure 13 shown in parentheses  are the 
�inal moments (in. pounds divided by 1000� 
Table II give s the moments ,  shears , and s tre s s es in the 
c olumns and girders . The moments are given in foot pounds . 
Corre cti on moments were not applied ; there being such � 
wide vari ation in the criterion ratios , particularly in the 
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lower floors , that it wo uld be hard to _ judge what correction 






SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF SUC CESSIVE C ORRECTI ONS 
ESTIMATING DEFLECTI ONS 
This me thod is als o bas ed on the general method of suc ­
ces sive correc tions . 
In the method of analys is pres ented in Chapter VII , the 
s tory deflecti ons of the frame are as sumed to be in proportion 
to the s tory heights . The analys is is  c omplic ated subs equent ly 
by the need for introducing c orrec tion moments into one or 
more s t ories of the frame . A method or e s timating the true 
s tory defle ct ions would s eem t o  offer an advantage since the 
need for the introduc tion of c orrecti on moments might be 
eliminated in this way. Clearly this sys tem of es timating 
deflections may be c ombined with the c oncepti on of produc ing 
equal criterion ratios for all s tories , by the introduction 
of c orrection moments int o  certain s torie s ,  t o  give a method 
for determining wind moments within any des ired degree of 
preci s i on .  
Since the lateral deflec ti ons o f  a bui lding under wind 
load are dependent upon the properties of all the c olumns and 
all the girders , it  s eems reas onable that the deflecti ons 
might be es timated with cons iderable ac curacy by c ons idering 
the deflect ions or a single c ombined c olumn re s trained by 
single girders at each floor leve l .  The K value of the c om­
bined c olumn for each s t ory is taken as the summat ion of the 
K values of all columns in that s tory , or � K0 • 
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The c ombined girder at each floor leve l has a K value equal 
to twic e  the sum or the K values of all girders at that floor , 
or 2 � Kg • The fac tor 2 is required bec a�s e each girder is 
effective in res is ting the moments at two j oints . The problem 
i s  now reduced to  e s timat ing the lateral deflecti ons of thi s 
s ingle c o lumn wi th s i ngle re s training girders at each floor 
leve l . 
It i s  nec e s s ary , firs t ,  t o  c ons ider the re lation betwe en 
moment., deflec t ion ,  and j oint rotation in · a  single s t ory . 
The lateral deflection of the c ombined c olumn may be looked 
upon as made up of two parts : ( 1) The angle change at the 
far end times the s tory height ; ( 2 )  The deflec tion at the 
near end from a tangent drawn at the far end . However , c on­
s idering the deflecti on as divided at the mid-he ight , i t  is 
c lear that 
9A t 9B h 
2 
but & is the average or the deflections at the two ends 
measured from tangents drawn at the far . ends . Therefore � 
is  c omputed by area moments as follows : 
t = 
The sum of MA and MB for the c ombined column is equal t o  
the total moment , Mt , i n  the s tory , whi ch is  equal t o  the 
shear times the st ory height , and the K value of the c ombined 
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c olumn is .tK0 • Hence 
$ - tX��c· and 
A - 9avg .h + �h -
12EIKc 
When the s tructure is  quite regular , it is  sufficiently 
accurate to as sume that MA : MB : Mt • Nevertheless , a better . 2 
approximation ot the true division of the total moment between 
the two ends of c ombined c olumns s eems des irable . 
The s tiffnes s ratio of girders to c o lumns c an be -defined 
as : 
r 2�J� at the airders between stories A and B . 
sk0 o the columns in story A plus �Ke in story B 
This ratio will be c alled the r ratio for any floor 
"
level . 
Let ntop : 2rtop + rbottom and nbottom - 2rbottom t rtop · 




ntop + nbottom 
and 
Note that the n value at the top ot basement c olumn is 
� and that the n value at the bottom is 2 co • Hence , the 
total column moment would be divided in the ratio of 67 per 
cent bottom to 33 per cent at top .  Ec onomy requires that the 
moments correspond more c los ely ,  and , acc ordingly , it  seems 
des irable to  make the upper limit 60 per c ent on the divis ion 
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of the moment . 
By adding the total column moments above and below any 
floor level , the moment in the girder Mg is obtained . Since 
the K value of the c ombined girder is  known , its angle change 
or the joint rotation c an be c omputed if the as sumption is 





6 E �� Kg 
When all the e · values have been determined , it  is  pos si­
ble t o  compute the values of � for each story trom 
!J. : 
The fixed-end moments in the individual c olumns caus ed by 
the s ide lurch are calculated from, 
M : 6 EKA ,  
h 
in which , K is  succes sivel� the s tiffnes s ratio for each 
individual column . There are no fixed-end moments in the 
girders . 
The rest of the procedure follows the routine of balan-
cing moments , c omputing criterion ratios , and c orrec ting 
balanced moments by proportion. It is always pos s ible to 
improve the exac tnes s of the analys is  by the introduction of 








SLOPE DEFLECTION METHOD 
This method is based upon the followi ng assumptions : 
1 .  The connections between th e columns and girders are per ­
fectly rigid . 
2. The change in length of a member due to the direct stress 
is equal to z ero. 
3 . The length of a girder is the distance between the neu­
tral axes of the columns which i t  connects and the length of 
a column is the dist ance betwe en the neutral axes of th e 
girders which i t  connec ts .  
4 .  The deflecti on of a member due t o  the internal she aring 
stresses is e qual to z ero .  
5. The wi nd load is resisted entirely by the ste el frame . 
It can be proven that the moment at an end or a member or 
a frame is a function of the changes in the slopes of the tan ­
gents to the elast ic curve of the member at its ends and of 
the deflect ion of one end of the member relat ive to the . 
other end. 
In the strained posi t i on all the columns and girders 
. which intersect at one po int have be en sub j ected to the same 
change in slope ; the vertical deflect ions of the ends or all 
girders are equal to zero ;  and the horizontal deflections of 
the tops of all columns of a story are equal . 
Consider any story of a bent. Take the point of 
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inters ection of the neutral axes of a c olumn and a girder as 
a free body. It  is  in equilibrium under the acti on of the 
moments at the extremitie s of the c olumns and girders which 
intersect  at the point . Each of the moments may be expres s ed 
in terms of the changes in the s lopes at the extremities of 
the member,  and the defle c tion of one end of the membe r rela­
tive to the other. A moment equation can therefore be written 
for each point where the columns and girders intersec t ,  and 
the only unknown quantities wi ll be the changes in the s lopes 
at the extremities of the columns and the horizontal deflec ­
tions of the c olumns in a s tory . 
It all the columns of a s tory be taken together as a 
free body , the sums of the moments at the two extremities  or 
all the c olumns will  be balanced by a c ouple whose  moment is 
equal t o  the total shear on the story multiplied by the story 
height . The shear and the height of the s tory are known , and 
the moments in the c olumns can be expre s s ed in terms of the 
s lopes and the deflec ti ons at their extremities  the s ame as 
in the previous equations . It is therefore pos sible to write 
as many equations for each s tory as there are columns in the 
s tory, plus one . · As the only unknown quantities in these  
equations are the changes  in the s lopes at  the extremities 
of the columns and the deflec t ion in a story common to all 
columns , there are as many equati ons per s tory as there are 
unknowns . By s olving these  equati ons the s lopes and the de ­
flec tions can be determined . Knowing the s lopes and the 
deflec ti ons , the moments c an be c omputed . 
The produc t of the shear on a membe r and the length of 
the membe r is equal to the algebraic sum of the moments at 
the extremities  of the member . Sinc e the moments and the 
length or the member are known the shear c an be c omputed . 
5 6  
With the shears i n  the girders known , the dire c t  s tres s 
in any column c an be determined by taking the column as a 
fre e body and equating the sum or the vertic al forc e s  to z ero . 
The direc t  s tres s in a girder may be determined in a 
s imi lar manner .  
The me thod jus t des c ribed i s  bas ed upon the propos ition 
in mechani c s  us ed by Mr .  Jons on , 1 but the me thod differs from 
the one us ed by him in that the change s in the s lope s and the 
deflec t ions have be en us ed as the unknown quantities ins tead 
ot the direct s tre s s e s  and the moments . Four members , two 
c olumns ,  and two girders inters ect at a point . Each member is 
sub j ec ted t o  a different s tre s s  and a di fferent moment , whereas 
all of the members are sub j e c ted t o  the s ame change in s lope , 
and all of the c olumns in a s t ory are sub j e c ted to the s ame 
deflection . It is the refore apparent that there are fewer 
unknown s lope s  and deflec t ions than moments and dire c t  s tre s s e s . 
The fundamental equation us ed in thi s analys i s  i s  bas ed 
upon the following propos i tion :  
liThe Theory of Frameworks w ith Re c tangular Pane ls and 
i t s  Application to Bui ldings whi ch Have t o  Res is t Wind , "  by 
Erns t F .  Jons on , Trans ac tions Americ an Society of C ivi l 
Engine ers , Vol .  55, p .  4!3. 
--
When a member is  sub jec ted t o  flexure , the defle c ­
ti on of any point in the neutral axis  fr om the tangent 
to the elas tic curve at any other point is equal to  
the moment or the area of the M diagram for the 
n 
porti on of the member be tween the tw o points , ab out 
the point where the deflec tion is measured . 
The fundamental equati on may be expres s ed as f ollows : 
The moment at the end of any member is equal to 2 E K 
t�e s  the quantity : two time s the change in the 
s lope at the near end plus the change in the s lope 
at the far end minus thre e time s the deflecti on 
d ivided by the length . E is  the modulus or elas ti­
city of the material and K is  the rat io or the moment 
of inert ia t o  the length of the member . 
MAB • 2EK ( 29A t eB - 3R)  
The equat ion is general and may be appli ed t o  any 
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length of any member in bending provided the length c ons idered 
has no intermediate external force applied to it . 

C OMPUTATIONS . The method2 or applying the s lope deflec­
tion equati ons which by suc c es s ive ly expres s ing all the un -
knowns in terms or a few unknowns was us ed . This makes an 
exac t s oluti on pos s ible without the formal s oluti on of a 
large number of simultane ous equations . 
For a s lope deflection s oluti on or the build ing frame 
shown in Figure 16 , there are 36 unknowns ;  name ly , eA to  ex , 
' inc lus ive , and R1 to R12 , inclus ive . R1 t o  R12 are the 
rati os of increment in horizontal deflec tion occurring in a 
s tory ,  t o  the s tory height , and are shown in Figure 16 . 9y 
and � : o .  All of the unknowns are expre s s ed in terms 
9w and ex · 
1 . IH : 0 Bas ement Story . Find 
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2 [2EK( 2Qw + &y - 3R1 ) + 2EK( 29y + 9w - 3R1 )  + 2EK( 29x + 9z -
· 3R1) + 2EK( 29z + 9X ·- 3R1 )} .f. 56 , 8 00 X 16 X 12 : 0 .  
ER1 : 0 . 249w + 0 . 269x - 19 , 000 . 
2 . �Mw = o Find eu · 
2EK ( 29w + 9y - 3R1 ) + 2EK ( 29w + 9x) + 2EK(29w .f. 9u -
3R2 ) : 0 .  
Eeu : o. soex - 3 . soew + 3 . oR2 + so , 33o . 
3 .  zMx = o Find ev· 
2EK ( 29x + 9w ) + 2EK( 29x + 9y - 3R2 ) + 2EK( 29x + 9x ) 
+ 2EK( 29x + 9z - 3R1 ) : O .  
E9v - o . 469w - 3 . 96ex + 3 . 0R2 + so ,2so . 
2"suc ces s ive Elimination of Unknowns in the Slope Deflec ­
ti on Method , '' by J .  B .  Wilbur , Proceedings American Society ot 
Civil Engineers , Dec .  1935 , p .  1463 .  
4 .  �H • 0 First Story 
2 [2EK ( 2 9u + 9w - 3R2 ) + 2EK ( 29w + 9u - 3R2 ) + 2EK ( 29y .._ 
ex - 3R2 ) + 2EK( 2ex + ev - 3R2 U + 50, 800 x 14 x 12 
= o . 
ER2 : 1 . 339x + 0 . 949w - 7 6 , 550 . 
5 .  �Mu : o Find e8 
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2EK ( 29u + 9s - 3R3 ) + 2EK( 29u + Sy )  + 2EK( 2 9u  + 9w - 3R2 ) : 0 .  
E9g : 4 . 799w - l5. 929x + 3 . 0R3 + 577 ,850 . 
6 .  I Mv = o Find eT 
2EK ( 29y + 9u) + 2EK ( 29y + QT � 3R3 ) • 2EK ( 29v• 9y ) + 
. 2EK ( 29y + 9x - 3R2 ) : O .  
EQT : 2 . 97Qx- 13 . 31Qw+ 3 . 0R3 + 661 , 880 . 
7 .  %H : 0 Second . Story Find R3 
2 (2EK ( 29g + QU - 3R3 ) • 2EK ( 29u + 93 - 3R3 ) + 2EK ( 2QT + 9v -
3R3 ), � 2EK( 29y + 9T - 3R3 U t 45 , 600 X . 12 X 12 = o . 
ER3 : 4 . 049x + 3 . 139w - 465 , 680 . 
8 .  �Ms : o Find 9Q 
2EK ( 29g + 9u - 3R3 ) + 2EK ( 29s + QT )  + 2EK ( 2 9g • 9Q - 3R4 ) : 0 .  
E9Q : 22 . 09x - 49 . 5Qw + 3 . 0R4 + 2 ,338 , 000 . 
9 .  �M.r = 0 Find QR 
. 2EK ( 2QT + 9g ) + 2EK ( 2QT + 9R - 3R. ) • 2EK ( 2QT + QT ) t 
2EK.( 2QT + 9y - 3R3 ) - o . -
EQR : 22 . 59w_ .. _ 57 . 09x + 3 . 0R4 + 2 , 258 , 600 . 
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10 .  � H  : 0 Third Story Find R4 • 
2 [2EK( 29Q + 9g - 3R4 ) + 2EK ( 29g + 9Q - 3R4 ) + 2EK ( 2QR + QT -
3R4 ) + 2EK ( 2 QT + QR - 3R4tl + 40 , 800 X 12 X 12 = o . 
ER4 : 12 . 69x + ? . 79w - 1 , 543 , 000 . 
11 . Find 9o 
2EK ( 29Q + 9o - 3Rs ) + 2EK ( 29Q + QR ) + 2EK ( 2QQ + 9g - 3R4 ) : 0 .  
E9o = 138Qw - 2409x + 3 . 0R5 + 6 , 614 , 900 . 
12 .  Find 9p 
2EK( 29a + 9Q ) + 2EK ( 29R + 9p - 3Rs ) + 2EK ( 2 QR + QR ) + 
2EK( 2QR + QT - 3R4 ) : 0 .  
EQp : 125Qx -204Qw + 3 . 0Rs + 7 ,795 , 900 • 
. 
13 . � H : 0 Fourth . story F;Lnd R5 
2 [2EK ( 2 Qo + 9Q - 3Rs ) + 2EK ( 2QQ + 9o - 3Rs ) + 2EK ( 29p + QR-
3Rs ) + 2EK ( 29R + 9p - 3R5 U + 36 , ooo x 12 x 12 = o . 
ER5 : 319x + 329w - 4 , 923 , 100 . 
14 .  
2EK( 29o + 9Q - 3Rs ) + 2EK ( 9o + 9p ) + 2EK ( 29o+ � - 3R6 ) : 0 . 
E9M : 6309x - 8669w • 3 . 0R6 + 22 , 985 , 000 . 
15 . � Mp : 0 .  
2EK( 29p + 9o ) + 2EK ( 29p + � - 3Rs ) + 2EK ( 29p + Qp )  + 
2EK ( 29p + QR - 3R5 ) : 0 .  
EQN : 600Qw - 8739x + 3 . 0R6 + 20 , 572 , 000 . 
16 . � H  : 0 Fifth Story Find Rs 
2 �EK( 29M + 9o - 3Rs ) + 2EK( 29o + � - 3Rs ) + 2EK ( 2� + 
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ep - 3Rs > � 2EK( 2ep + eN - 3R6fl + 31 ,2oo x 12 x 12 = o .  
ER6 = 1oaex + 479w - 14 , 41o , ooo . 
17 . 
2EK( 2� + 9o - 3R6 } + 2EK ( 2� + �) + 2EK( 29M .f. 9K -
3R7 ) : O .  
E� : 3 , 4259w - 4 , 1009x + 3 . 0R7 + 58 , 488 , 000 . 
18 .  
2EK( 29N + 9M ) + 2EK( 29N + QL - 3R7 )  . + 2EK( 2QN � 9N ) + 
2EK( 2QN + 9p - 3R6 ) : 0 .  
E9t = 2 , 9509x - 3 , 5609y, + 3 .• oR7 + 7'7 ,863 , 000 . 
19 .  2: H  : 0 Sixth St ory Find R7 
2 [2EK ( 29x + � - 3� ) + 2EK ( 2� ... 9K - 3R7 ) + 2EK( 29L+ QN -
3R7 )  + 2EK( 29N + 9L - 3� )) + 2 6 , 400 X 12 X 12 = o .  
ER7 : 1919x + 2369w - 49 ,774 , 800 . 
20 . Find 9r 
2EK ( 2� t � - 3R7 ) + 2EK(2QK + QL ) + 2EK ( 2QK + QI - 3Ra ) :O .  
Ee1 = 14 , 320� - 1s , oooQw + 3 . 0Ra +  276 , 669 , ooo . 
2 1 .  Find 9J 
2EK ( 29L + QK) + 2EK ( 29L � QJ - 3Ra ) + 2EK ( 29L + QL ) � · 
2EK ( 2QL + 9N - 3R7 ) : O .  
E9J : 13 , 0009w - 15 , 2109x + 3 . 0  Ra + 2�8 , 460 , 000 . 
22 . Z. H  : 0 Seventh St ory lt'ind R8 
2 [2EK ( 29t t 91( - 3Rs ) f 2EK ( 29y{ + 9I - 3Rs ) t 
-
2EK ( 29 if' 
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9L - 3Rs > + 2EK ( 2 9L + 9J - 3Rs >] + 2 1 , soo x 12 x 12 = o .  
ERe = 1 , 17oex + 1459w - 191 , ooo , ooo . 
23 . � Mr =  o Find 9G 
2 EK( 2 QI + QK - 3Ra }  + 2EK( 29r + 9J) • 2EK( 29r � 9G - 3Rg ) : 0 .  
EQG : 74 ,3009w -82 , 0009x + 3 . 0Rg + 973 , 735 , 000 . 
24 . Find � 
2EK ( 29J + 9I ) + 2EK ( 2 QJ + � - 3Rg ) + 2EK ( 29J + 9J) + 
2EK( 2QJ � 9L - 3Rs ) : 0 
E� : 68 , 5309x - 74 , 8309w + 3 . 0Rg + 1 , 445 ,200 , 000 . 
25 . t: H  : 0 Eight Story . Find Rg 
2 (2EK { 2 Q G  t 9I - 3Rg ) + 2EK{ 29r +  QG - 3Rg ) + 2EK { 2% + 9J -
3Rg ) + 2EK ( 2 QJ + 9JI - 3Rg )] ... 16 , 800 X 12 X 12 = o .  
ER9 : 1 , 5909x + 3 , 43o9w - 919 ,795 , ooo . 
26 . l:MG : 0 
EQE : 315 , 3009x - 337 , 4 609w + 3 . 0R1o+ 5 , 871 , 12 0 , 000 . 
2'7 . Find 9p 
2EK( 29a + Q G) + 2EK ( 2� + 9p - 3R10 ) + 2EK( 29a + � ) � 
2EK ( 2� + QJ - 3Rg ) : 0 .  
E9F : 312 , 3509w - 345 , 8409x + 3 . 0RlO + 4 , '789 , 720 , 000 . 
28 . I.H : 0 Ninth Story Find R10 
2 [2EK ( 29E + Q G - 3R10 ) + 2EK( 29G + 9E - 3R10 ) + 2EK ( 29p+ 
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% - 3R10 > + 2EK( 29a + ep. - 3R10 >] + 12 , ooo x 12 x 12 = o . 
ER10: 2 6 , 3909x + 6 , 2ooew - 3 , 7a6 , 612 , ooo . 
29 . Find 9c 
2EK ( 2� + Q G - 3R1o ) • 2EK ( 2� + � )  + 2EK ( 2� + 9c - 3R11 ) : 0 .  
30 . 
E9c : 2 , 175 , 1009w - 2 , 350 , 000� + 3 . 0R11+ 
22 , 492 , 8 63 , 000 . 
Find 9n 
2EK ( 29p + � ) + 2EK ( 29p � 9n - 3R11 ) + 2EK ( 29F + 9p) + 
2EK ( 29F + � - 3R10 ) : 0 . 
31 . 
E9D : 1 , 805 , 4009x - 1 , 929 , 1009w + 3 . 0R11 + 
33 , 176 , 735 , 000 . 
% H  : 0 Tenth Story Find R11 
� [?EK ( 29c • QE - 3R11 ) + 2EK ( 29E + 9c - 3R11 ) + 2EK ( 29D + 9p -
3R11 ) + 2EK ( 29p + QD - 3R11V + 7 , 200 x 12 x12 : o . 
ER11 : - 41 ,2209x + 154 , 9409w - 22 , 509 , 690 , 000 . 
32 . Find QA 
33 . Find QB 
2EK ( 29D + 9c ) + 2EK { 29D + 9s ·- 3R12 ) + 2EK( 29D + 9n )  t 
2EK { 29D + QF - 3R11 ) : 0 .  
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34 . � H : 0 Eleventh S t ory Find R12 
2 [2EK ( 29A + 9c - 3Rl2) + 2EK( 29c + QA - 3R12 ) + 2EK ( 2QB + 
9n - 3Rl2 ) + 2EK ( 29j) "" QB - 3R12 )) + 2 , 400 X 12 X 12 = 0.  
35 . IMA • 0 
2EK ( 2QA + 9c - 3R12 } + 2EK ( 2QA + QB ) : 0 . 
36 . �'43 = 0 
2EK ( 2QB + QA } + 2EK ( 2QB + 9s )  + 2EK ( 29B + QD - 3Rl2 } : 0 .  
Due t o  the gre at amount or labor inv o lved and the t ime 
re quired , this me th od was not comp leted . 
CHAPTER X 
COKCLUSION 
Tables V and VI give a s�ary of the moments ,  shears , 
in the girders and c olumns us ing the different me thods . The 
moments are given in foot pounds , shears and direct  s tres s es 
in pounds . 
The portal and c antilever methods are both s imple and 
fas t . An inexperienc ed des igner c an de termine the moments , 
shears , and direc t s tres se s  in a ten or twelve s t �ry building 
frame in a few hours . From the results in Tables V and VI 
either method i s  ac curate enough for a regular frame or 
average hei ght . There i s  no preference as to the two me thods . 
The Ros s  Me thod require s  that the wind s tre s s e s be de ­
termined by one of the approximate me thods and a pre liminary 
de sign made . Then more time i s  required to make the c ompu­
tat ions to obtain the c orrected s tres s e s . Thi s re quire s the 
judgment of a more experienc ed des igner . From the re s ult s in 
Tables V and VI ,  there i s  lit t le variat ion from the results 
obtained by the approximate me thods . Therefore , it i s  doubt ­
ful if anything is gained in the added refinement of the Ros s  
Method in a regular building frame . This me thod is the fas t ­
e s t  o f  the more exac t methods . 
The me thod in which K values are us ed as fixed -·end 
moment s and balanced als o requires a pre liminary de s ign t o  
obtain the K value s . As shown in Table s V and VI , varying 
results were obt ained in s eve ra l or th e l ower floors b e c aus e 
c orre c ti on moment s were not app li ed . The upper f l o ors fol­
l owed c l os e ly th e approx imate me th od s . The me thod i s  
labori ous . 
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The me thod o� e s t imated defle c ti on require s that a pre ­
liminary de s i gn be made t o  obtain K va lue s .  Then cons iderable 
c omputat i ons have t o  be made t o  determine the de f le c t i on s  
from wh ich fixed -end moment s are c omputed . The s e  fixed - end 
mome nt s mus t  be balanced and po s s ibly c orre c ti on moment s 
appli e d . Thi s make s the pro c e dure very labori ous . The re­
sult s obtained in Tab l e s  V and VI were not very s a tis fac t ory , 
p art i culari ly the c o lumn moments .  
Th e s lope d e�le c t i on me thod re qui re s the s o lving or 
36 s imultane ous e quat ions . The meth od us ed , in whi ch there 
was a suc c e s s ive e limdnat i on or unknowns , was s o  labori ous 
and re quired such length o� time that it was no t prac ti c a l 
t o  c omplete the c omputat i ons . A c a lculat ing machine should 
be us ed in maki ng th e c omput at ions and tw o de s i gne rs should 
be us ed in o rder to che ck e ach othe r as the work proc ee d s . 
Otherwi s e  an ac cumulat ion of errors wi l l  prevent arriving at 
practi c al re sults . 
In c onc lus i on ,the appr oximat e methods are ac curat e 
enough for de s i gn  purpos e s  in a re gular and s ymme t ric al bui ld ­
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APPENDIX 
Live and Dead Loads t o  c o lumns and beams 
Roof 
Loads : 
Tar and gravel rooting - 10 lbs . per s q .  ft . -
Concrete s lab = 50 lbs . per s q .  ft . 
Cei ling = 10 lbs . pe r s q .  ft . 
Dead Load : '7trlbs . per s q . ft . 
Live Load : 30 lbs . per sq . ft . 
Be am A 
As sume weigbt of beam and fireproofing, 100 #/lin . ft .  
R = 4050 II D. L .  
R : 1350 # L . L . 
Beam B 
As sume weight of beam and fireproofing, 100 #/lin . rt .  
R : 3150 # D. L .  
R : 1050 # L. L .  
Beam C 
As sume weight ot beam and fi reproofing 150 #/lin . ft .  
R :  12 ,300 # D. L . 
R : 3 , 600 # L. L • .  
Beam D 
As sume weight of beam and fireproofing 150 #/lin . ft . 
As sume weight of c oping , 450 #/lin . ft . 
R :  12 , 100 # D . L ,  
R = 2 , 025 # L. L .  
Beam E 
As sume weight of beam and fireproofing 100 #/lin . ft . 
R : 4050 # D · L. 
R • 13�0 # L . L .  





As sume we ight or be ams and firepr oofing 100 #/lin . ft .  
R = 3 150 II D L 
R = 1050 II L L 
M = w12 - 1 4 , 700 '#  
-a- -
For summat ion of de ad and live loads to c olumns , s e e 
Fi gure 17 .  
All Flo ors 
Loads : 
Finish - 10 lbs . per s � . rt . -Fi ll 15 " " " = 
Conc rete Slab 50 " = " 11 n 
P las ter 5 tt " 11 " : 
Movable Part iti ons 20 " = " n 11 
Be am· A 
Total Dead Load-roo #/ s q . ft . 
Live Load = 50 #/ s q . tt . 
As sume weight or beam and fi repro ofing 125 #/lin . rt .  
R : 5 625 # D . L. 
R : 2250 # L . L . 
Beam B 
As sume wei ght or beaJ;n and fi reproofing 125 #/11n . ft .  
R :  4375 # D. L . 
R : 1750 # L . L. 
Be am C 
As sume we i ght of beam and fi reproofins. 200 #/11n . ft .  
As sume we i ght of fixed part ition 250 #/lin . rt . 
R : 1Q500 # n L .  
R :  6000 # L. L .  
Beam D 
As sume weight of be am and fireproofing 250#/lin . rt .  
As sume we ight of wall 1200 #/lin . ft • . . 

R :  22 , 950 # D. L .  
·R  : 3 ,375 # L . L .  
Beam E 
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As sume weight of beam and fireproofing 200 #/lin . ft .  
Assume weight of fixed partiti on 250 #/lin . ft .  
R = 8 , 550 H D. L. 
R :  2 , 250 ' # L . L. 
M = w12 48 , 500 ' # 
-a =  
Beam F 
As sume weight or beam and fireproofing 200 #/lin . rt .  
As sume weight of fixed partiti on 250 1/lin . rt .  
R : 6 ,  650 # D. L.  · 
R : 1 , 750 # L. L. 
29 ,400 '#  
For summation or dead and live loads to  columns , s ee 
Figure 18 . 
Sizes ot Columns 
Live Load Reducti on to Columns 
1 Floor 





7 or more 
Column formula 
0 % Reduction 
10 % Reduc tion 
20 % Reduction 
30 % Reduc tion 
40 % Reduc ti on 
45 % Reduc ti on 
50 % Reduc tion 
f = 17 , ooo - 0 .• 485 � 
r 
33 1/3 % increase in s tres s for combined dead , live and wind 
loads . 




wt . c ol .  
D .  L.  
L .  L.  
Direc t  Stre s s  
Total Load 
Interi or Row 
D .  L.  
3 1 , 800 # 
54 , 200 
6 , 000 
92 ,ooo 
25 , 600 
0 
II7 , 6oo # 
Wind M : 13 ,830 '#  
Try 14 W .  F .  38 
A - 1 1 . 1'7 ° I : 385 . 3  
r : 1 . 49 
5th Tier 
Prev ious Total 
lOth Fl 
9th Fl 
Wt . c o l . 
D . L. 
L . L .  
Direc t  Stres s  
Tot al Load 
s = 54 . 6  
f : 16 , 800 #/c " Allowable 
f - 13 , 350 #/o ft Actual 
D .  L.  
92 , 000 # 
54 , 200 
54 , 200 
6 , 000 
aos,4oo 
46 , 000 
0 
252 ,400 # 
Wind M : 32 , 250 ' #  
Fourth Tier 







14 w .  F .  61 
17 . 94 a " I -- 641 . 5  
92 . 2  r : 2 . 45 
20 , 440 #/a " Al lowable 
18 ,300 #/a " Ac tual 
D .  L .  
206 , 400 # 
54 , 200 
L.  L .  
9 , 600 # 
1 6 , 000 •.Jl 
25,600 1f 
L .  L 
25 , 600 # 
16 , 000 
16 , 000 
57 ,6oo 
11 , 600 20 % 
46,000 
L .  L 
5'7 , 600 # 
1'6 , 000 
78 
7th Fl 
Wt . Col . 
n . L. 
L . L .  
Direc t Stres s 
54 , 200 
6 , 000 
32o,soo 
54 , 000 
0 
3'74 ,800 # 
(wind ) M : 50 , 670 ' #  
3rd Tier 




D .  L. 
L . L .  
Direc t Stres s 
(wind M : 
2nd Tier 
Prev1 ous Total 
4th Fl 
3rd Fl 
Wt . c ol .  
D .  L. 
L . L. 
Direct  Stres s 
Try 14 w . F .  87 
A : 25 . 5 6 o " 
s :138 . 1  
f : 21 , 670 /1/o " 
f : 19 , 100 #/a " 






D .  L. 
320 , 800 II 
54 , 200 
54 , 200 
6 , 000 
435 ,200 
60 , 800 
0 
496,000 � 
14 w. F .  
32 . 65 0 1t 
1'76 . 3  
111 
21 , 700 #/o n  
19 , 850 #/a " 
D .  L 
435 , 200 ' 
54 ,200 
54 , 200 
6 , 000 
S49,6oo 





35 , 600 40 % 
54,ooo 
I : 9 66 . 9  
r : 3 . 70 
Al lowable 
Actual 
L .  L 
89 , 600 # 
16 , 000 
16 , 000 
!2t , soo 
60 , 800 50 % 
6o,aoo 
I : 1 , 266 . 5 




12 1 , 600 # 
16 , 000 
16 , 000 
153, 600 . 
76 , 800 50 % 
76,800 
79 
Wind M : 8'7 ,510 1 #  




Wt . col 
D.  L . 
Direc t  Stres s 
Wind M : 
6th Tier 
Root 
11 th Fl 




Direc t Stress  
Try 14 W .F . 142 
A :1 41 . 85 a " 
s = 226 . '7  
I : 1 , 672 . 2  
r = 3 . 9'7 
t : 21 , 800 #fa " Allowable 
t = 19 , 650 #/a " Actual 
· D .  L .  







' #  
Try 14 W F 
A = 56 . '73 ° '' 




t - 2 1 ,200 #/� " -
19 ,050 1/tJ " t = 
· Exterior Row 
D .  L . 





1 , 440 
1o3,59o 11 
L .  L .  
153 , 600 · # 
16 , 000 
16 ,000 
185 , 600 1 
92 ,800 50 % 
92,aoo 
2 , 402 . 4  
4 . 05 
Allowable 
Ac tual 
L. L .  
5 , 400 # 
9 , 000 
14,400 
Wind M : 7 ,770 1 #  
Try 1 4  W .  F .  30 
A : 8 . 81° 11 
s = 41 . 8  
I : 289 . 6  
r : 1 . 41 
80 
5th Tier 
Previ ous t otal 
lOth Fl 
9th Fl 
Wt c ol ·  
D. L.  
L .  L.  
Dir ec t  Stres s 
Tot al 
Wind M : 18 , 150 ' # 
4th Tier 
Previ ous total 
8th Fl 
'7th Fl 
Wt . c o l  
D .  L, 
L . L .  




28 , 530 
f • . 15 . 8'70 H/a ·' 
t = 13 , 980 #ja " 
D .  L .  
8'7 , '750 
54 , 500 
54 , 500 
5 , 000 
2o1,75o 
2 6 , 000 
'7 , 200 
234,950 # 
�ry 14 W .  F .  58 
A = 1 '7 • 06 a " · 
s = 85 . 0  
Allowable 
Ac tual 
L .  L .  
14 , 400 
9 , 000 
9 , 000 
32 ,400 
6 , 400 
26,000 
I : 597 . 9  
r = 1 . 93 
2 0 % 
f = 19 , 0'70 #/t;J " Allowable 
f = 1 6 ,380 #/a " Ac tual 
D .  L .  
201 , '750 # 
54 , 5 00 
54 , 500 
5 , 000 
315 ,750 
30 , 200 
1 '7 , 5 60 













22 . 94 ° '' 
121 . 1 
21 , 2 00  #/a 11 
18 , 680 11/a " 
L .  L. 
I a 
r :. 
32 , 400 # 
9 , 000 
9 , 000 
5o ,4oo 
20 ,200 40 % 
3o,20o 
851 . 2  




3rd T ier 
Prev i ous T ot al 
6th Fl 
5th J.t'l 
Wt C o l  
D. L .  
L . L .  
Dire s t Stres s 
T o tal 
Wind M : 38 , 910 1 #  
2nd Tier 
Previ ous IJ.' ot al 
4th Fl 
3rd Fl 
Wt C ol 
n . L. 
L . L .  
Direc t  Stre s s  
Total 
Wind M = 49 , 290 '#  
1s t Tier 
Previ ous T ot al 
2nd Fl 
1s t Fl 
D .  L .  L .  L .  
3 15 ,'750 # 
54 , 500 
5 0 , 400 # 
9 , 000 
54 , 500 9 , 000 
5 , 000 68,400 
429,'750 34 , 200 50 % 
34 , 200 !34 ,200 
32 , 530 
496,480 
Try 14 W .  F .  103 
A : 30 . 26" .. 
S el63 . 6  
I = 1165 . 8  
r : 3 . '72 
t : 2 1 ,'700 #/a " All owable 
t : 19 , 250 #/a " Ac tual 
D. L. 
429 , '75o# 
54 , 500 
54 , 500 
5 , 000 
543 ,750 
43 , 200 
52 , 13 0  
639 , 080  # 
L .  L .  
68 , 400 # 
9 , 000 
9 , 000 
86,4oo 
43 ,200 5 0 % 
43,200 # 
Try 14 W .  F .  13 6 
A ;; 39 . 98a
" 
s :: 2 16 . 0  
I = 1593 . 0  
r :: 3 . '77 
t � 21 ,'700 #/a " All owable 
f : 18 ,'750 #/a " Ac tual 
D .  L .  
543 , '750 # 
54 , 500 
54 , 500 
L .  L .  
86 , 400 # 
9 , 000 
9 , 000 
82 
Wt C ol 
D. L .  
L . L .  
Dire c t  Stres s 
Tot al 
Wind M = 81 , 840 ' #  
5 , 000 
-m>•t ,750 
52 , 200 
80 , 9 10 
79o,s6o # 
104 , 400 
52 ,200 50 % 
52 ,200 
Try 14 W .  F .  17 6 
A = 5 1 . 73 ° .. I = 2149 . 6  
r : 4. 02 s -28 1 . 9  
t • 21 , 200 #/a " All owable 
t : 18 , 800 #/a " Ac tual 
BEAMS 
83 
Maximum DL + LL moment and wind moment do not oc cur at the 






Midd l e  Row 
M : 14 , 700 ' #  DL + LL 
M =t!  2 , 03 0 . Wind 
M :! 14 , 7 00 C omb . 
s : . 8. 9 us e 10 w .  
M = 29 , 400 ' # D L + L L  
M = 8 , 050 Wind 
M s 29 , 400 C omb . 
s ,.. 17 . 5  us e 12 w. 
M = 29 , 400 ' #  D L + L L 
M � 16 , 100 Wind 
M : 31 , 650 C omb . 
F . 21 
.£tl . 25 
S = 14 . 3  us e 12 w .  F .  25 
M = 29 , 400 ' #  
M � 24 , 200 
M : 34 , 400 
s = 15 . 5  
D L + L L 
Wind 
C omb . 
us e 12 w .  F. 25 
M • 29 , 400 ' #  D L + L L 
M : 32, 27 0  Wind 
M � 37 , 800 C omb . 







1s t F1 
Root 
M ; 29 , 400 ' # 
M • 40 , 250 
M ,. 43 1 200 
s : 19 .5  
M : 29 1el00 ' #  
M • 48 , 440 
M s 49 , 500 
s • 22 . 3  
M 2 29 , 400 '# 
M , 56 ,350 
M s 56 , 500 
s : 25 . 4  
M = 29 , 400 '#  
M : 64 , 610 
M : 64 , 610 
s : 29 . 0  
M : 29 , 400 '# 
. M � 72 , 590 
M sa 72 ,590 
s • 32 . 6  
M � 29 , 400 ' #  
M :=r 88 , 060 
M 2 88 , 060 
s = 39 . 6  
M • 29 , 400 1# 
M •113 , 400 
M �113 , 400 
s ::: 50. 6  
Out� ide Row 
M � 24 , 400 ' #  
M � 2 , 610 
M 2 24 , 400 
s = 14 . 6  
D L + L L 
Wind 
Comb . 
use 12 w .  F .  25 
D L + L L 
Wind 
Comb . 
use 12 w .  F .  25 
D L + L L 
Wind 
Comb . 
use 12 w .  F .  25 
D L + L L  
Wind 
Comb . 
use 12 w .  F .  28 
D L + L L 
Wind 
Comb . 
us e 12 w .  F .  32 
D L � L L 
Wind 
Corjb . 
us e 12 w .  F .  36 
D L + L L  
Wind 
Comb . 
us e 16 w .  F .  36 
D L + L L 
Wind 
Comb . 
use 10 w .  F .  23 
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M ; 48 � 500 1 #  D L + L L 
M ; 10 ,350 Wind 
M = 48 , 5 00  C omb • .  
s .: 29 . 0  u s e 12 w .  F. 28 
M � 48 , 5 00 1# D L + L L 
M = 20�700 Wind 
M = 50 � 900 Comb . 
S • 29 . 0  us e 12 w .  F.  28 
M = 48 � 500 1# D L � L L 
M • 31 , 140 Wind 
M • 53 ,300 C omb . 
S ; 29 . 0  us e 12 w. F.  28 
M = 48 � 500 1 #  D L + L L 
M • 41 , 490 Wind 
M Q 57 , 400 Comb . 
S = 29 . 0  us e 12 w .  F .  28 
M = 48 ,500 1# D L + L L 
M • 51 �750 Wind 
M • 59 , 800 Comb . 
S • 29 . 0  us e 12 w .  F .  28 
M : 48 , 500 '# D L + L L 
M ; 62 , 280 Wind 
M 2 68 , 400 Comb . 
S � 30. 6 us e 12 w .  F .  28 
M : 48 , 5 00 1# D L + L L 
M • 72 , 450 Wind 
M � 75 ,300 Comb . 
S = 33 . 8  us e 12 w .  F.  28 
M = 48 , 500 ' # D L + L L 
M ; 83 , 070 Wind 
M • 84 , 000 Comb .  
S a 37 . 8  use 12 W.  F .  32 
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3rd Fl 
2nd Fl . 
1s t Fl 
M = 48 , 5 00 '# D L + L L 
M • 93 , 380 Wind 
M • 93 , 400 C omb . · 
S a 42 . 0  us e 12 W .  F .  3 6  
M � 48 , 500 ' #  D L + L L 
M • 113 , 200 Wind . 
M ·� 1 13 , 200 C omb . 
S : 51 . 0  us e 12 W .  F .  40 
M • 48 , 500 ' #  D ·  L + L L 
M • 145 , 900 Wind 
M = 145 , 800 C omb . 
S : 65 . 5  us e 16 w .  F .  40 · 
-
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